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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Singularly perturbed SP control systems have been intensively studied
in the literature. A common approach to these systems is based on a
w xso-called reduction technique rooted in 25, 31, 32 . According to this
approach, a problem of control of a SP system is replaced by one of
control of a reduced system which is obtained from the former via
equating the singular perturbations parameter to zero. This approach
proved to be very successful in many applications and a number of
 wimportant classes of problems were thus solved see 3]6, 15, 22]24, 28,
x .30 and references therein . In a general case, however, the application of
 .the reduction technique approach RTA is conditioned by the validity of
the hypothesis about a ``slowness'' of the control used. If this hypothesis
 .cannot be verified or assumed to be true a priori, the RTA may fail to
provide a proper approximation to the original SP control problem.
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An averaging method allowing us to deal with such a general situation
w xwas developed in 1, 2, 10]13, 16, 17, 29, 33 . In particular, the following
w xaveraging procedure was described in 10]12, 16, 17 .
Consider a SP control system
z u s f z u , y u , u u , z t s z , 1.1 .  .  .  .  .  . .Ç
e y u s g z u , y u , u u , y t s y , 1.2 .  .  .  .  .  . .Ç
w . w xwhere e is a small positive parameter, t g 0, T , u g t, T , f and g are
m n p m n  .maps from R = R = R to R and R , respectively, u u is a control
which is supposed to belong to a family of measurable functions satisfying
the inclusion
u u g U, 1.3 .  .
w x pfor almost all u g t, T , U is a compact subset of R .
Consider also the associated control system
Çy t s g z , y t , u t , z s constant. 1.4 .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä
 .This system differs from ``fast'' subsystem 1.2 by the replacement of the
time scale t s uey1 and by the fact that the vector z is fixed at some
  . .  .constant level. Denote by y t , u ? , y the solution of 1.4 obtained with aÄ Äz
 .  .control u t and initial values y 0 s y. Define the setÄ Äz
Sy1V z , S, y s S f z , y t , u ? , y , u t dt , 1.5 .  .  .  . . .Ä Ä ÄD H z 5
0 .u ?Ä
 .where the union is taken over all measurable functions u t satisfying theÄ
 . w x w xinclusion u t g U, for almost all t g 0, S . It is shown in 10]12, 16 that,Ä
under the conditions that the limit of the closure
def
lim cl V z , S, y s V z 1.6 .  .  .
Sª`
 . m nexists in the Haussdorff metric, for any z, y g R = R and that it is a
n compact and convex subset of R and also under some other technical
.  .  .conditions , the z-components of 1.1 , 1.2 are approximated by the
solutions of the differential inclusion
z u g V z u , z t s z , 1.7 .  .  .  . .Ç
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 .where the right-hand side is defined as the limit 1.6 . Given a continuous
function G: Rm ª R1, the SP optimal control problem
inf G z T , subject to 1.1 ] 1.3 1.8 .  .  .  . .
is approximated by the problem
inf G z T , subject to 1.7 . 1.9 .  .  . .
 .Namely a near-optimal control of 1.8 can be constructed on the basis of
 .  .the optimal solution of 1.9 and the optimal value function B t, z, y ofe
 .  .  .1.8 converges to the optimal value function B t, z of 1.9 ,
lim B t , z , y s B t , z . 1.10 .  .  .e
eª0
 .  .Let us write down the Hamilton]Jacobi]Bellman HJB equation for 1.9
­ B t , z ­ B t , z .  .
y q H z , s 0, /­ t ­ z
defm; t , z g 0, T = R , B T , z s G z , 1.11 . .  .  .  .
where
def T m m<H z , l s y min l ¨ ¨ g V z , ; z , l g R = R . 4 .  .  .
¨
 .It can be easily seen that from 1.6 it follows that the Hamiltonian
 .H z, l allows also a representation as the limit
H z , l s y lim R z , l, S, y , 1.12 .  .  .
Sª`
 .with R z, l, S, y being the optimal value of the optimal control problem
def Sy1 TR z , l, S, y s S inf l f z , y t , u ? , y , u t dt , 1.13 .  .  .  . . .Ä Ä ÄH z 5 .u ? 0Ä
 .where the inf is sought over the controls u t satisfying the inclusionÄ
 . w x  .u t g U, for almost all t g 0, S and the corresponding solutions of 1.4Ä
 .satisfying the initial conditions y 0 s y.Äz
 .If the viscosity solution of 1.11 is unique, then it coincides with the
 .  .optimal value function of problem 1.9 and, hence, by 1.10 , it defines the
 .limit of the optimal value function of SP problem 1.8 . This statement may
serve as a justification of an approximate decomposition of the SP optimal
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 .control problem into the problem of ``fast'' optimization 1.13 considered
on unbounded time intervals with fixed ``slow'' parameters z and l and
 .HJB equation 1.11 defining a near optimal slow dynamics.
A similar statement about the convergence of the optimal value function
 .of the SP problem to the viscosity solution of HJB 1.11 can be estab-
lished directly without initial approximation of the SP system via the
differential inclusion and with the replacement of the assumption about
 .the existence of the limit set 1.6 by that of the existence of the limit
 .1.12 which in many cases is much easier for verification.
In this paper we introduce the latter type of assumption to describe an
asymptotic behaviour of upper and lower value functions of a SP zero-sum
differential game. We use the Friedman definition of the value functions
w x9 . According to this definition, we first discretize the time separating the
moments of making the decisions and updating the information and then
let the parameter of the discretization tend to zero. Namely we divide the
w xtime interval t, T into subintervals of the length ed , d ) 0, and allow
the players to choose their controls in the beginning of each subinterval on
the basis of the information about the controls chosen on the preceding
subintervals. We show that the upper and lower value functions of the thus
defined ``ed-game'' converge as e tends to zero to the viscosity solutions of
 .equations similar to HJB equation 1.11 . We call them limit
 .Hamilton]Jacobi]Isaacs LHJI equations since their Hamiltonians are
 .  .defined as the limits similar to 1.12 , with R z, l, S, y being the averaged
upper and lower values of some ``associated fast d-game'' in which the
moments of making the decisions are separated by the intervals of the
length d . We take then d tending to zero and establish that the SP game
has value in the limit if the associated fast game has value in the limit.
Notice that SP differential games with special structure linear dynamics
. w xand quadratic payoff functionals were considered in 14, 21 , where also
an importance of SP game setting for applications were underlined. The
w xapproach used in 14, 21 was based on an application of the boundary
w xlayer method 25, 32 to SP Riccati equations appearing in dealing with the
w xgiven class of games. A similar approach was successfully used in 26, 27
` w xfor SP H -problem with linear dynamics. In contrast to 14, 21, 26, 27 , an
approach which we develop in this paper allows us to deal with SP
differential games with an arbitrary nonlinear dynamics and payoff func-
tionals.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the main
results of the paper without going into technical details. In Section 3 these
results are illustrated by a consideration of a special class of SP games and
two examples. In one of the examples the validity of the RTA is estab-
lished. In Section 4 we introduce our main assumptions and formulate two
theorems about the convergence of the upper and lower value functions of
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a SP zero-sum game to the viscosity solutions of the corresponding LHJI
equations. These theorems are proved in Section 5. In Sections 6 and 7 we
study properties of differential games considered on unbounded time
intervals which allow us to replace most of the assumptions introduced in
Section 4 by one stability type assumption about the behaviour of the
solutions of the associated system.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND OUTLINE OF RESULTS
2.1. Singularly Perturbed Game. Consider a SP system
z u s f z u , y u , u u , ¨ u , z t s z , 2.1 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .Ç
e y u s g z u , y u , u u , ¨ u , y t s y. 2.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .Ç
 . w . w xAs in 1.2 , e here is a small positive parameter, t g 0, T , u g t, T , f
and g are maps from Rm = Rn = R p = Rq to Rm and Rn, respectively. As
 .  .differs from 1.1 , 1.2 , there are two controllers, one responsible for the
 .  .choice of u u and the other for the choice of ¨ u . These controls are
chosen to belong to the families of measurable functions satisfying the
inclusions
u u g U, ¨ u g V , 2.3 .  .  .
w x pfor almost all u g t, T , where U and V are given compact subsets of R
and Rq.
w xLet us introduce the notions of strategies of the players 9 . Let us divide
w xthe interval t, T by the points
T y t def
u s t q lde , l s 0, 1, . . . , N s , u s T ,l e N q1eed
 < 4where d is a positive parameter. Let I s u u - u F u , l s 1, . . . , Nl ly1 l e
q 1, and U , V be the sets of measurable functions on I whose values are,l l l
almost everywhere, contained in U and V, respectively. Notice that
I , U , V are empty if u s T.N q1 N q1 N q1 Ne e e e
Let G be any map from U = V = U = V = ??? = U = V into ¨l 1 1 2 2 ly1 ly1 l
and D be any map from U = V = U = V = ??? = U = V into V ,l 1 1 2 2 ly1 ly1 l
where l s 2, . . . , N q 1. Also let G and D be any functions in U and ine 1 1 1
V , respectively. The vector1
G s G , . . . , G .1 N q1e
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is called ed-strategy for u and the vector
D s D , . . . , D .1 N q1e
is called ed-strategy for ¨ . In case u s T , G and D consist of NN ee
components only.
 .Given any pair G, D one can uniquely construct control functions
 .  .u u ,¨ u with the components u , ¨ on I by u s G , ¨ s D , and forl l l 1 1 1 1
l s 2, . . . , N q 1e
u s G u , ¨ , . . . , u , ¨ , ¨ s D u , ¨ , . . . , u , ¨ . 2.4 .  .  .l l 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l 1 1 ly1 ly1
 .This pair of control functions is called the outcome of G, D .
It will be always assumed in what follows that the solution of system
 .  .  .2.1 , 2.2 exists and that it is unique for any control functions 2.3 . Let
 .   .  ..G, D be a pair of strategies of the players, u u , ¨ u be its outcome,
  .  ..  .  .and z u , y u be the corresponding solution of 2.1 , 2.2 . Define the
 .payoff of the game corresponding to G, D by the equation
P t , z , y , G , D s P t , z , y , u , ¨ .  .ed ed
Tdef
s G z T q F z u , y u , u u , ¨ u du , .  .  .  .  . .  .H
t
2.5 .
where G: Rm ª R1, F: Rm = Rn = R p = Rq ª R1.
 .  .Assuming that the right hand side of 2.5 is defined for any G, D , we
w xdefine the upper and lower value functions of the ed-SP game as 9
Bu p t , z , y s inf sup ??? inf sup P t , z , y , G , D , 2.6 .  .  .ed ed
D D1 N q1G Ge1 N q1e
Bl o t , z , y s sup inf ??? sup inf P t , z , y , G , D . 2.7 .  .  .ed ed
D D1 N q1G G e1 N q1e
u p .  .Given t, z, and y, B t, z, y is the value of the payoff functional 2.5ed
 .which the ¨-player the minimizer can guarantee to himself if at the
 .beginning of each interval l his move the choice of D precedes the movel
 . l o .of the u-player the choice of G , whereas B t, z, y is the value whichl ed
 .the u-player the maximizer can guarantee to himself if at the beginning
of each interval his move precedes the move of the minimizer.
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u p l o. .  wNotice that the B t, z, y allow also the representations see 9, p.ed
x16
Bu p t , z , y s inf sup ??? inf sup P t , z , y , u , ¨ , 2.8 .  .  .ed ed
¨ ¨1 N q1u ue1 N q1e
Bl o t , z , y s sup inf ??? sup inf P t , z , y , u , ¨ , 2.9 .  .  .ed ed
¨ u1 N q1u ¨ e1 N q1e
where the sup and inf are sought over u g U and ¨ g V withj j j j
u u s u u , ¨ u s ¨ u , for u g I . .  .  .  .j j j
 .  .If u s T , then the operations inf , sup in 2.6 , 2.7 andN D Ge N q1 N q1e e .  .inf , sup in 2.8 , 2.9 are omitted.¨ uN q1 N q1e e w xAs shown in 9 , under rather general conditions there exist the limits
lim Bu p l o. t , z , y s Bu p l o. t , z , y . 2.10 .  .  .ed e
dª0
These limits are called upper and lower value functions of the SP game.
The game is said to have value if these functions coincide. We shall say
that the SP game has value in the limit if the following limits exist and are
equal
lim Bu p t , z , y s lim Bl o t , z , y , .  .e e
eª0 eª0
w x m n; t , z , y g 0, T = R = R . 2.11 .  . .
 .2.2. Associated Fast AF Game. Consider the associated system
Çy t s g z , y t , u t , ¨ t , y 0 s y ; z s constant 2.12 .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
 .constructed similar to 1.4 . Let d be as in the description of the SP game
and S G d . Let
S def
t s jd , j s 0, 1, . . . , K s , t s S.j S K q1Sd
Ä Ä Ä < 4Let I s t t - t F t and U , V be the sets of measurable functionsj jy1 j j j
Äon I whose values are, almost everywhere, contained in U and V,j
respectively.
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄLet G , D be any functions in U , V and let G , D be any map from1 1 1 1 j j
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄU = V = . . . U = V into U and V , respectively for j s 2, . . . , K q1 1 jy1 jy1 j j S
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .1. The vectors G s G , . . . , G , D s D , . . . , D are called d-1 K q1 1 K q1S S
 .strategies for u and ¨ players in the AF game. Similarly to 2.4 , given aÄ Ä
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Ä Ä .pair G, D , one can construct the corresponding outcome, that is, the pair
  .  ..of control functions u t , ¨ t , satisfying the inclusionsÄ Ä
u t g U, ¨ t g V , 2.13 .  .  .Ä Ä
w x  .  .for almost all t g 0, S , and, thus, determine the solution y t of 2.12Äz
  .for the sake of brevity, we use this notation for the solution of 2.12
  .  . .instead of y t , u ? , ¨ ? , y which would correspond to the notation usedÄ Ä Äz
.in Section 1 . Notice that, again, this solution is supposed to exist and to be
unique.
Ä Ä .Define the payoff of the AF game corresponding to the pair G, D
Ä ÄQ z , l, S, y , G , D .d
s Q z , l, S, y , u , ¨ .Ä Äd
Sdef y1 Ts S F z , y t , u t , ¨ t q l f z , y t , u t , ¨ t dt , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄH z z
0
2.14 .
 .where F is the same as in the integral part of payoff functional 2.5 , f is
 . m mthe function defining the slow subsystem 2.1 , z g R and l g R are
vectors of constant parameters. Under the assumption that the right-hand
Ä Ä .  .side of 2.14 exists for any G, D the upper and lower value functions of
the d-AF game are defined by the equations
u p Ä ÄR z , l, S, y s inf sup ??? inf sup Q z , l, S, y , G , D , 2.15 .  . .d d
Ä ÄD DÄ Ä1 K q1G GS1 K q1S
lo Ä ÄR z , l, S, y s sup inf ??? sup inf Q z , l, S, y , G , D . 2.16 .  . .d d
Ä ÄD DÄ Ä1 K q1G G S1 K q1S
 .  . u p l o. . w xSimilarly to 2.8 , 2.9 , the R z, l, S, y allow the representations 9d
Ru p z , l, S, Y s inf sup ??? inf sup Q z , l, S, y , u , ¨ , 2.17 .  . .Ä Äd d
¨ ¨Ä Ä1 K q1u uÄ ÄS1 K q1S
Rl o z , l, S, y s sup inf ??? sup inf Q z , l, S, y , u , ¨ , 2.18 .  . .Ä Äd d
¨ ¨Ä Ä1 K q1u uÄ Ä S1 K q1S
where the sup and inf are sought over
Ä Ä Äu g U and ¨ g V , with u t s u t , ¨ t s ¨ t , for t g I . .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äj j j j j j j
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Ä Ä ÄIf t s S, then I , U , V are empty and the operationsK K q1 K q1 K q1S S S S
 .  .  .  .inf sup in 2.15 , 2.16 and inf sup in 2.17 , 2.18 areÄ ÄD G ¨ uÄ ÄK q1 K q1 K q1 K q1S S S S
omitted.
w xUnder the conditions indicated in 9 there exists the limits
defu p l o. u p l o.lim R z , l, S, y s R z , l, S, y . 2.19 .  .  .d
dª0
u p . l o .R z, l, S, y , R z, l, S, y are called upper and lower value functions of
the AF game.
Let us now introduce the following assumption.
Assumption 1. There exist the limits
defu p u plim R z , l, S, y s R z , l , 2.20 .  .  .d d
sª`
defl o l olim R z , l, S, y s R z , l , 2.21 .  .  .d d
sª`
 .which do not depend on initial values y in 2.12 . The convergence in
 .  .  x  .2.20 , 2.21 is uniform with respect to d g 0, d for some d ) 0 .0 0
PROPOSITION 2.1. Under Assumption 1 there exist the limits of the upper
and lower ¨alues of the AF game
defu p l o. u p l o.lim R z , l, S, y s R z , l . 2.22 .  .  .
sª`
 .Proof. By Assumption 1, there exists a function g S tending to 0 as S
tends to infinity such that
Ru p l o. z , l y g S F Ru p l o. z , l, S, y F Ru p l o. z , l q g S .  .  .  .  .d d d
2.23 .
« inf Ru p z , l y g S F inf Ru p z , l, S, y .  .  .d d
 x  xdg 0, d dg 0, d0 0
F inf Ru p z , l q g S , .  .d
 xdg 0, d0
sup Rl o z , l y g S F sup Rl o z , l, S, y .  .  .d d
 x  xdg 0, d dg 0, d0 0
F sup Rl o z , l q g S . .  .d
 xdg 0, d0
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w xBy Lemma 2.1.1 and Theorem 2.6.4 in 9 ,
inf Ru p z , l, S, y s Ru p z , l, S, y , 2.24 .  .  .d
 xdg 0, d0
sup Rl o z , l, S, y s Rl o z , l, S, y . 2.25 .  .  .d
 xdg 0, d0
 .These imply 2.22 with
u p u p l o l oR z , l s inf R z , l , R z , l s sup R z , l . .  .  .  .d d
 xdg 0, d  x0 dg 0, d0
2.26 .
 .  .  .Notice that Eqs. 2.19 , 2.24 , 2.25 are true under some quite general
 w x.conditions see 9, pp. 33, 34 which are satisfied if the assumptions of
 .group A introduced in Section 4 are satisfied.
We shall say that the AF game has value in the limit if
defu p l o m mR z , l s R z , l s R z , l , ; z , l g R = R . 2.27 .  .  .  .  .
2.3. Limit Hamilton]Jacobi]Isaacs Equations for the SP Game. Let us
consider Hamilton]Jacobi equations
­ B t , z ­ B t , z .  .
my q H z , s 0, t , z g 0, T = R 2.28 . .  . /­ t ­ z
 . u p . l o .with Hamiltonian H z, l being equal to yR z, l , yR z, l or tod d
 .  .yR z, l in case 2.27 is true. These equations will be referred to as LHJI
u p . l o .  .equations for the SP game. Let us denote by B t, z , B t, z , B t, z thed d
viscosity solutions of these equations which satisfy the boundary condition
B T , z s G z , ;z g Rm . 2.29 .  .  .
In the next sections it will be shown that the upper and lower value
u p . l o . u p .functions of the ed-SP game, B t, z and B t, z , converge to B t, zed ed d
l o .  .and B t, z , respectively as e tends to zero Theorem 3.1 . It will be alsod
 .shown that in case 2.27 is true, both upper and lower value functions of
u p . l o .  .the SP game, B t, z and B t, z , converge to B t, z as e tends toe e
 .zero Theorem 3.2 which implies, in particular, that if the AF game has
value in the limit, then the SP game has value in the limit too.
As in SP optimal control problems, the above results can be considered
to be a justification of a decomposition of the SP game into the AF game
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allowing us to describe an asymptotically optimal behaviour of the players
if the slow parameters are fixed and the LHJI equations responsible for a
``near-optimality'' of the slow dynamics.
Notice that for some classes of differential games see the examples in
. w xSection 3 the latter can be interpreted as the Isaacs equation 19 for
some specially constructed ``slow'' games.
3. SPECIAL CASE
To illustrate the mentioned above results let us consider a special case.
Let
yT s yT , yT , gT z , y , u , ¨ s gT z , y , u , gT z , y , ¨ , 3.1 .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 1 2 2
y g Rni , g g Rni , n q n s 1,i i 1 2
f z , y , u , ¨ s f z q f z , y , u q f z , y , ¨ , 3.2 .  .  .  .  .0 1 1 2 2
F z , y , u , ¨ s F z , y , u q F z , y , ¨ . .  .  .1 1 2 2
 .  .It can be easily shown that under assumptions 3.1 , 3.2 the AF game is
equivalent to two optimal control problems:
Sy1 Tsup S F z , y t , u t q l f z , y t , u t y t .  .  .  .  . .  . ÇH 1 1 1 1 1
0 .u t gU
def
s g z , y t , u t , y 0 s y s r z , l, S, y 3.3 .  .  .  .  . .1 1 1 1 1 15
and
Sy1 Tinf S F z , y t , ¨ t q l f z , y t , ¨ t y t .  .  .  .  . .  . ÇH 2 2 2 2 2 .¨ t gV 0
def
s g z , y t , ¨ t , y 0 s y s r z , l, S, y . 3.4 .  .  .  .  . .2 2 2 2 2 25
It can be shown, in particular, that
Ru p z , l, S, y s Rl o z , l, S, y .  .d d
s lT f z q r z , l, S, y q r z , l, S, y , 3.5 .  .  .  .0 1 1 2 2
which implies
Ru p z , l, S, y s Rl o z , l, S, y .  .
s lT f z q r z , l, S, y q r z , l, S, y 3.6 .  .  .  .0 1 1 2 2
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and
Ru p z , l s Rl o z , l s R z , l s f z q r z , l q r z , l , 3.7 .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 2
 .  .where r z, l is the limit of r z, l, S, y as S tends to infinity, i s 1, 2.i i
 .  .EXAMPLE 1. Let, in addition to 3.1 , 3.2 ,
g z , y , u s I z q J z y q K z u , .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1
g z , y , ¨ s I z q J z y q K z ¨ , .  .  .  .2 2 2 2 2 2
f z , y , u s L z y q C z u , .  .  .1 1 1 1 1
f z , y , ¨ s L z y q C z ¨ , .  .  .2 2 2 2 2
where I , J , K , L , C are matrix functions of the corresponding dimen-i i i i i
 .sions, with the eigenvalues of J z , i s 1, 2 having negative real parts fori
any z g Rm. The latter condition ensures, in particular, the fulfillment of
 .  .Assumption 1 see Remark 7.1 . Assume that F z, y , u is concave in1 1
 .  .  .y , u and F z, y , ¨ is convex in y , ¨ and also that U and V are1 2 2 2
  . w x w x.convex compact sets. Then see Theorem 3.2 i in 12 and also 18
r z , l s max F z , c z , u , u .  .  .1 1 1
u
Tql L z c z , u q C z u u g U , 3.8 .  .  .  .4 .1 1 1
r z , z s min F z , c z , ¨ , ¨ .  .  .2 2 2
¨
Tql L z c z , ¨ q C z ¨ ¨ g V , 3.9 .  .  .  .4 .2 2 2
where
y1
c z , u s y J z I z q K z u , .  .  .  . .  .1 1 1 1
y1
c z , ¨ s y J z I z q K z ¨ . 3.10 .  .  .  .  . .  .2 2 2 2
 .  .  T  .  .It is easy to see that LHJI 2.28 with H z, l s y l f z q r z, l q0 1
 ..  .  .  .r z, l , where the r z, l , i s 1, 2 are defined by 3.8 ] 3.10 , coincides2 i
with the Isaacs equation for the differential game obtained from the SP
one if the RTA is used, that is, for the game with the dynamics obtained
 .  .  w x.from 2.1 , 2.2 via compare 14, 21
 .  .1 equating e to zero in 2.2 and, thus, turning it into a ``static''
equation,
 .  . 2 finding the root y s c z, u, ¨ of this equation in the case under
 .   .  ..consideration c z, u, ¨ s c z, u , c z, ¨ ,1 2
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 .  .  .3 substitution of c z, u, ¨ for y in slow subsystem 2.2 and payoff
 .functional 2.5 .
 .  .EXAMPLE 2. Assume that g , f , F , i s 1, 2 in 3.1 , 3.2 do not dependi i i
 .  . Ton z and f z s Az, G z s C z, where A is the m = m constant matrix0
and C g Rm is a constant vector.
 .  .The optimal values of 3.3 , 3.4 do not depend on z in this case. Let us
 .  .denote by r l , r l the limits of these values as S tends to infinity. By1 2
 .3.7 ,
Ru p z , l s Rl o z , l s R z , l s lTAz q r l q r l . .  .  .  .  .1 2
 .  .The LHJI 2.28 and boundary conditions 2.29 take in this case the form
T
­ B t , z ­ B t , z ­ B t , z ­ B t , z .  .  .  .
q Az q r q r s 0,1 2 /  /  /­ t ­ z ­ z ­ z
B T , z s CTz . 3.11 .  .
 .It can be verified via a direct substitution that the solution 3.11 allows an
explicit representation
TTB t , z s l t z q r l u q r l u du , .  .  .  . .  .H 1 2
t
 .where l t is the solution of the system
l u s yATl u , l T s C. .  .  .
 .Notice that 3.11 is the Isaacs equation for the differential game with the
T  .payoff functional C z T and the dynamics described by the equation
z u s Az u q w u q w u , z t s z , .  .  .  .  .Ç 1 2
 .where the maximizer chooses w u g W and the minimizer chooses1
 .w u g W . W and W are convex compact sets defined by their support-2 2 1 2
ing functions
 T 4  T 4max l w s r l , min l w s r l . .  .1 2
wgW wgW1 2
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4. CONVERGENCE OF THE UPPER AND LOWER
VALUE FUNCTIONS OF THE SP GAME
4.1. Main Assumptions. The assumptions introduced in this section are
 .divided into two groups. Group A includes the assumptions which will be
 .assumed to be true throughout all the paper. Group B contains assump-
tions which, as verified in Sections 6 and 7, can be replaced by one
  . .assumption of a stability type see Assumption C2 , Section 7 .
 .  .Assumptions Group A . A1 All the functions used in the definitions
m n w xof the SP and AF games are continuous on R = R = U = V = 0, T
 .and also they satisfy the local Lipschitz conditions in z, y .
 .  .  .A2 The solution of SP system in 2.1 , 2.2 exists and is unique for
 .any control function satisfying 2.3 . Corresponding to any compact set
D = P ; Rm = Rn there exists a compact set D = P g Rm = Rn such1 1
 .  .  .that if the initial values z, y g D = P, then all the solutions of 2.1 , 2.2
 .obtained with different control functions satisfying 2.3 do not leave
D = P .1 1
 .  .A3 The solution of associated system 2.12 exists and is unique for
 .any control functions satisfying 2.13 . Corresponding to any compact set
D = P g Rm = Rn there exists a compact set P g Rn such that if z g D1
 .and the vector of initial values y g P, then the solutions of 2.12 obtained
 .with different control functions satisfying 2.13 do not leave P .1
 .  .Assumptions Group B . B1 Assumption 1 is true and the convergence
 .  .  .in 2.20 , 2.21 is uniform with respect to z, l, y from any compact
subset of Rm = Rm = Rn. That is, corresponding to any compact set
m m n  .D = L = P g R = R = R there exists a function g S tending to zero
 .as S tends to infinity such that for any z, l, y g D = L = P
u p l o. u p l o.R z , l, S, y y R z , l F g S . 4.1 .  .  .  .d d
 . m m nB2 Corresponding to any compact set D = L = P ; R = R = R
 .there exists a monotone function n a tending to zero as a tends to zero
 .such that for any z, l, y g D = L = P, and for any absolutely continu-
 .ous function z t g D from the fact thatÄ
max z y z t F a .Ä
w xtg 0, S
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follows that
Su p y1R z , l, S, y y S inf sup ??? inf sup F z t , y t , u t , ¨ t .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä ÄHd ¨ ¨Ä Ä 01 K q1u uÄ ÄS1 K q1S
Tql f z t , y t , u t , ¨ t dt .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä 5
F n a , S ) 0, 4.2 .  .
Sl o y1R z , l, S, y y S sup inf ??? sup inf F z t , y t , u t , ¨ t .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä ÄHd ¨ ¨Ä Ä 01 K q1u uÄ Ä S1 K q1S
Tql f z t , y t , u t , ¨ t dt F n a , S ) 0, 4.3 .  .  .  .  .  .. .Ä Ä Ä Ä 5
 .  .where, as in 2.17 , 2.18 , the sup and inf are sought over
Ä Ä Äu g U and ¨ g V , with u t s u t , ¨ t s ¨ t , for t g I .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äj j j j j j j
 .and y t is the solution of the equationÄ
Çy t s g z t , y t , u t , ¨ t , y 0 s y. .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
 . w x w xB3 Corresponding to any compact set 0, T = D = P ; 0, T =1 1
m n  .  .R = R there exist continuous functions v a , m a tending to zero as
 i i i. w xa tends to zero such that for any t , z , y g 0, T = D = P , i s 1, 21 1
u p l o. 1 1 1 u p l o. 2 2 2B t , z , y y B t , z , y .  .ed ed
< 1 2 < < 1 2 <F v t y t q z y z q m e , . .
with
B T , z , y s G z , ; z , y g Rm = Rn . 4.4 .  .  .  .ed
4.2. Con¨ergence Theorems and Comments
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let Assumptions A1 ] A3 and B1 ] B3 be satisfied
u p .  l o ..  .and also the continuous ¨iscosity solution B t, z , B t, z of 2.28 withd d
 . u p . l o ..  .H z, l s yR z, l yR z, .l satisfying boundary conditions 2.29 bed d
unique. Then
lim Bu p l o. t , z , y s Bu p l o. t , z , 4.5 .  .  .ed d
eª0
w x mwith the con¨ergence being uniform on any compact subset of 0, T = R =
Rn.
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 .  .  .  .THEOREM 4.2. Let Assumptions A1 ] A3 and B1 ] B3 be true. Let
u p . l o .  .the continuous ¨iscosity solutions, B t, z and B t, z , of 2.28 withd d
 . u p .  . l o .H z,l s yR z, l and H z, l s yR z, l which satisfy boundaryd d
 .  xconditions 2.29 be unique for d g 0, d , d ) 0. Let also the AF game0 0
  . .  .  .ha¨e ¨alue in the limit that is, 2.27 is true and Eq. 2.28 with H z, l s
 .  .yR z, l ha¨e the unique continuous ¨iscosity solution B t, z satisfying
 .2.29 . Then there exists the limits
lim Bu p t , z , y s lim Bl o t , z , y s B t , z , 4.6 .  .  .  .e e
eª0 eª0
w x mwith the con¨ergence being uniform on any compact subset of 0, T = R =
Rn.
 .Remark 4.1. A function X t, z is called a viscosity subsolution of
 .2.28 if
­ x t , z ­ x t , z .  .
i y q H z , F 0, .  /­ t ­ z
m . w .  .for any t, z g 0, T = R and for each function x t, z which has
w . mcontinuous partial derivatives on 0, T = R and satisfies the conditions
 .  .  .  .  .x t, z s X t, z and x t, z G X t, z in some neighbourhood of t, z . A
 .  .function X t, z is called a viscosity supersolution of 2.28 if
­ x t , z ­ x t , z .  .
ii y q H z , G 0, .  /­ t ­ z
m . w .  .for any t, z g 0, T = R and for each function x t, z which has
w . mcontinuous partial derivatives on 0, T = R and which satisfies the
 .  .  .  .conditions x t, z s X t, z and x t, z F X t, z in some neighbourhood
 .  .of t, z . A function X t, z which is both a viscosity sub- and supersolu-
 .tion is called a viscosity solution of Eq. 2.28 .
 w x .As shown in a number of works see 7 and references therein , upper
and lower values of a differential game coincide with the viscosity solutions
of the corresponding HJI equations. In contrast to these results, Theorems
4.1 and 4.2 are of an asymptotic nature. We establish the convergence of
the upper and lower values of the SP game to the viscosity solutions of
LHJI equations which do not explicitly include a part of phase variables
representing the fast motions.
Remark 4.2. In both Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 it is assumed that the LHJI
equations have unique continuous viscosity solutions satisfying boundary
 .conditions 2.29 . Conditions for the uniqueness of the viscosity solutions
of Hamilton]Jacobi equations with continuous Hamiltonians can be found
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w xin 8, 20 . Notice that the Hamiltonians of the LHJI equations mentioned
in the theorems are continuous under the assumptions made. In fact, let us
1  . 2  .  .take z s z g D and z t s z g D in Assumption B2 . Then, by 2.17 ,Ä
 .  .  .2.18 , inequalities 4.2 and 4.3 are reduced to
u p l o. 1 u p l o. 2 2 15 5R z , l, S, y y R z , l, S, y F n z y z . 4.7 . . .  .d d
Ä Ä .  .  .From A1 , A3 it follows that for any pair G, D of d-strategies and any
initial values y g P
1 2Ä Ä Ä ÄQ z , l , S, y , G , D y Q z , l , S, y , G , D .  .d d
S2 1 y15 5F l y l S f z , y t , u t , ¨ t dt .  .  . .Ä Ä ÄH z
0
2 15 5F L l y l , ;S ) 0; L s max f z , y , u , ¨ , .
 .z , y , u , ¨ gD=P =U=V1
4.8 .
n  .where P g R is a compact set containing all the trajectories of 2.121
  ..  .with the initial values from P see Assumption A3 . Inequality 4.8
implies
u p l o. 1 u p l o. 2 2 15 5R z , l , S, y y R z , l , S, y F L l y l , ;S ) 0. .  .d d
 .This along with 4.7 gives
u p l o. 1 1 u p l o. 2 2R z , l , S, y y R z , l , S, y .  .d d
5 2 1 5 5 2 1 5F n z y z q L l y l , ;S ) 0, .
 i i .where z , l , y g D = L = P, i s 1, 2, and D, L, P are the compact sets
 .  .   ..mentioned in Assumption B2 . Using now 4.1 Assumption B1 , one
obtains
u p l o. 1 1 u p l o. 2 2 2 1 2 15 5 5 5R z , l y R z , l F n z y z q L l y l , .  .  .d d
; z i , li g D = L , i s 1, 2. 4.9 .  .
 .  .The functions g , n , m, and v mentioned in Assumptions B1 ] B3 are
 xsupposed to be independent of d g 0, d , for some d ) 0. Hence, from0 0
 .  .4.9 and 2.26 it follows that
u p l o. 1 1 u p l o. 2 2 2 1 2 15 5 5 5R z , l y R z , l F n z y z q L l y l , .  .  .
; z i , li g D = L , i s 1, 2 4.10 .  .
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and
1 1 2 2 2 1 2 15 5 5 5R z , l y R z , l F n z y z q L l y l , .  .  .
; z i , li g D = L , i s 1, 2 4.11 .  .
 .in case 2.27 is satisfied.
 .  . m nSince D = L in 4.9 ] 4.11 can be an arbitrary compact set in R = R
 . u p l o. .with a proper choice of the function n , the functions H z, l sd
u p l o. .  .  . m nyR z, l and H z, l s yR z, l are continuous on R = R .d
Remark 4.3. The conditions that U and V are compact sets introduced
in the definition of the SP game can be replaced by the coercivity type
condition. Namely, one can assume that corresponding to any compact set
D = L = P g Rm = Rm = Rn there exists a constant M such that for any
 . w xz, l, y ; D = L = P, t g 0, T , and S ) 0 the upper and lower values
 .  .  .  .2.6 , 2.7 and 2.15 , 2.16 are not changed with the replacement of U
and V by
< 5 5 < 5 5 4  4U s u u g U, u F M , V s ¨ ¨ g V , ¨ F M .M M
5. PROOFS OF THE CONVERGENCE THEOREMS
5.1. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us introduce the notation
defu pB t , z , 0 s X t , z . .  .ed e
 .  . w xBy Assumption B3 , if t, z, y belongs to a compact set 0, T = D = P ,1 1
then
u pB t , z , y y X t , z F m e . 5.1 .  .  .  .ed e
 .Hence, to prove 4.5 it is sufficient to show that
lim X t , z s Bu p t , z , 5.2 .  .  .e d
eª0
 .where the convergence is uniform with respect to t, z from any compact
w x msubset of 0, T = R . For the sake of brevity we shall refer to this sort of
convergence as U-convergence and the corresponding limits will be called
U-limits.
 .  i i.From Assumption B3 it follows that for t , z g D = P , i s 1, 21 1
1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2< < < <X t , z y X t , z F v t y t q z y z q m e . 5.3 .  .  .  . .e e
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LEMMA 5.1. Gi¨ en any sequence e tending to zero, one can find ai
subsequence e s e of this sequence such that there exists the U-limiti ll
def
lim X t , z s X t , z . 5.4 .  .  .e le ª0l
The sketch of the proof of the lemma is given at the end of this section.
 .Let us show that any function obtained as U-limit 5.4 coincides with
u p .  .  .B t, z . Notice that, by 5.3 , any such function X t, z is continuous ond
w x m  .  .0, T = R and, by 4.4 and 5.1 , it satisfies the condition
X T , z s G z , ;z g Rm . .  .
u p .Thus, to show that it coincides with B t, z it is enough to show that it isd
 .  . u p .a viscosity solution of 2.28 with H z, l s yR t, z .d
 .Let n e be a function of e taking integer positive values such that
n e ª `, e n e ª 0 5.5 .  .  .
e ª 0 e ª 0.
 .From representation 2.8 follows
 .tqe n e du pB t , z , y s inf sup ??? inf sup F z u , y u , u u , ¨ u .  .  .  . . . Hed ¨ ¨ t1 ne .u u1 ne .
u pqB t q e n e d , z t q e n e d , .  . .ed
y t q e n e d , 5.6 .  . . . 5
  .  ..  .  . wwhere z u , y u is the solution of 2.1 , 2.2 on the interval t, t q
 . x   .  ..  .e n e d obtained with the initial conditions z t , y t s z, y and with
  .  ..   .  .. the use of the control u u , ¨ u s u u , ¨ u g U = V, for u g t qj j
 . x  .j y 1 ed , t q jed , j s 1, . . . n e .
 . w .  .  Let t, z, y g 0, T = D = P. Then, by Assumption A2 , z t q
 . .   . ..e n e d , y t q e n e d g D = P , where D , P are compact sets in1 1 1 1
m n  .  .R , R . Since the convergence in 5.4 is uniform with respect to t, z
w x m  .from any compact subset of 0, T = R , there exists a function n e ,Ä l
lim n e s 0, 5.7 .  .Ä l
e ª0l
such that
w xX t , z y X t , z F n e , ; t , z g 0, T = D . .  .  .  .Äe l 1l
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 .  .Using this and 5.1 , one obtains from 5.6
 .tqe n e dl lX t , z s inf sup ??? inf sup F z u , y u , u u , ¨ u du .  .  .  .  . .H¨ ¨ t1 ne .u ul1 ne .l
qX t q e n e d , z t q e n e d .  . . .l l l l 5
q O m e , 5.8 .  . .Ä l
where
m e s max m e , n e , e . 5.9 4 .  .  .  .Ä Äl l l l
 .Let now x t, z have continuous partial derivatives and satisfy the
 .  .  .  .  .conditions x t, z s X t, z and x t, z G X t, z for t, z in some neigh-
 .  .bourhood of t, z . From 5.8 it follows then
 .tqe n e dl lx t , z F inf sup ??? inf sup F z u , y u , u u , ¨ u du .  .  .  .  . .H¨ ¨ t1 ne .u ul1 ne .l
qx t q e n e d , z t q e n e d .  . . .l l l l 5
q O m e . 5.10 .  . .Ä l
By definition
 .tqe n e dl lz t q e n e d s z q f z u , y u , u u , ¨ u du . 5.11 .  .  .  .  .  . . . Hl l
t
Since the function f is continuous and its arguments belong to compact
 .sets, the second term in the right-hand side of 5.11 is of the order
  ..  .  .O e n e . Thus, substituting 5.11 into 5.10 and taking into accountl l
 .that x t, z has continuous partial derivatives, one obtains
­ x t , z 1 .
q inf sup ???
­ t e n e d ¨ . 1 ul l 1
T¡ ­ x t , z . .tqe n e dl l~inf sup F z u , y u , u u , ¨ u q .  .  .  . .H  /¢ ­ z¨ tne . ul ne .l
=
¦¥f z u , y u , u u , ¨ u du .  .  .  . . §
O m e o e n e .  . .  .Ä l l lq q G 0. 5.12 .
e n e d e n e d .  .l l l l
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def defy1 .  .  .  .  . Let t s u y t e and z t q et s z t , y t q et s y t , u t qÄ Ä
def def.  .  .  .  .et s u t , ¨ t q et s¨ t . By definition, y t satisfies the equationÄ Ä Ä
Çy t s g z t , u t , ¨ t , y 0 s y. 5.13 .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
  . 4  .Notice that u g I s t q d j y 1 e - t F t q d je and u u g U ,j j j
y1 Ä .  .  . 4  .¨ u g V imply t s u y t e g I s j y 1 d - t F jd and u t sÄj j j j




e n e d ¨ . 1 ul l 1
T¡ ­ x t , z . .tqe n e dl l~inf sup F z u , y u , u u , ¨ u q .  .  .  . .H  /¢ ­ z¨ tne . ul ne .l
=
¦¥f z u , y u , u u , ¨ u dt .  .  .  . . §
y1s S e inf sup ??? . .l
Ä¨1 uÄ1
¡  .S e l~inf sup F z t , y t , u t , ¨ t .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä ÄH¢Ä¨ 0ne . uÄl ne .l
T ¦­ x t , z . ¥q f z t , y t , u t , ¨ t dt , .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä / §­ z
5.14 .
Äwhere the inf and sup in the right-hand side are sought over ¨ g V andÄj j
Ä  .  . w  .xu g U . By Assumptions A1 and A2 , for any t g 0, S eÄj j l
t
z t s z q e f z t , y t , u t , ¨ t dt « z t y z .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄHl
0
F Me S e s Me n e d , .  .l l l l
 .where M is constant. This and Assumption B2 imply that the right-hand
 .side of 5.14 is equal to
­ x t , z .
u pR z , , S e , y q O n Me n e d .  . . .d l l l /­ z
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 .which, after the substitution in 5.12 , gives
­ x t , z ­ x t , z .  .
u pq R z , , S e , y q O n Me n e d .  . . .d l l l /­ t ­ z
O m e o e n e .  . .  .Ä l l lq q G 0. 5.15 .
e n e d e n e d .  .l l l l
 .Define now n e asl
1r2
m e . .Ä l 1r2
n e s « e n e s O m e , .  .  . .Äl l l le l
O m e . .Ä l 1r2s O m e . . .le n e d .l l
 .Hence, passing to the limit in 5.15 as e tends to zero and taking intol
 .account Assumption B1 , one obtains
­ x t , z ­ x t , z .  .
u pq R z ,d  /dt ­ z
­ x t , z ­ x t , z .  .
u pG 0 « y q H z , F 0.d  /dt ­ z
 .  . w .This establishes that X t, z is a viscosity subsolution of 2.28 on 0, T =
m  .R . Similarly, taking x t, z having continuous partial derivatives and
 .  .  .  .satisfying the conditions x t, z s X t, z and x t, z F X t, z in some
m . w .neighbourhood of t, z g 0, T = R , one can obtain that
­ x t , z ­ x t , z .  .
u py q H z , G 0d  /dt ­ z
 .  . w .which means that X t, z is a viscosity supersolution of 2.28 on 0, t =
m  .  . w . mR . Thus, X t, z is a viscosity solution 2.28 on 0, t = R and, conse-
u p .quently, it coincides with B t, z .d
u p .  . u p .This proves that B t, z, y U-converges as e tends to zero to B t, zed d
since, otherwise, by Lemma 5.1, one would be able to choose a subse-
 .quence e tending to zero such that the U-limit 5.4 does not coincide withl
u p ..B t, z .d
l o . l o .Similarly, it is established that B t, z, y U-converges to B t, z as eed d
tends to zero.
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5.2. Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let d , l s 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence ofl
positive d tending to zero such that there exists a limit
defu p l o. u p l o.lim R z , l s I z , l . .  .d ld ª0l
 .Passing to the limit as d tends to zero in 2.23 and taking into accountl
 .2.19 one obtains
I u p z , l y g S F Ru p z , l, S, y F I u p z , l q g S , 5.16 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .where g S is the function mentioned in Assumption B1 . From 5.16 ,
 .  .2.22 , and the fact that g S tends to zero as S tends to infinity it follows
u p . u p .that I z, l s R z, l . Thus, there exists the limit
lim Ru p z , l s Ru p z , l . .  .d
dª0
Similarly, it is established that
lim Rl o z , l s Rl o z , l . .  .d
dª0
 .Hence, by 2.27 ,
lim Ru p z , l s lim Rl o z , l s R z , l . 5.17 .  .  .  .d d
dª0 dª0
These limits can be also interpreted as U-limits, with the uniformity being
 .  .implied by the fact that the inequalities similar to 4.9 , 4.10 are true for
 i i. m mz , l , i s 1, 2, from any compact subset of R = R .
From Theorem 4.1 it follows that
u p l o. 1 1 u p l o. 2 2 1 2 1 2< < < <B t , z y B t , z F v t y t q z y z , 5.18 .  .  . .d d
 i i. w xwhere t , z , i s 1, 2, belong to an arbitrary compact set 0, T = D ;
w x m  .0, T = R and v ? is the corresponding to this set function mentioned
 .in Assumption B3 .
 .On the basis of 5.18 , similar to Lemma 5.1, it can be established that
given any sequence d tending to zero, one can find a subsequence d s di i ll
such that there exists the U-limit
defu p l o.lim B t , z s X t , z . 5.19 .  .  .d ld ª0l
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 . wBy 5.17 and the stability property of the viscosity solutions 8, Lemma
x  .  .6.2 , each such limit is a viscosity solution of 2.28 with H z, l s
 .  .yR z, l . By 5.18 , it is continuous and also, obviously, it satisfies bound-
 .  .ary conditions 2.29 . Thus, each such limit coincides with B t, z . This
implies that there exists the U-limit.
lim Bu p l o. t , z s B t , z . 5.20 .  .  .d
dª0
w x w x mThat is, corresponding to an arbitrary compact set 0, T = D ; 0, T = R
 .there exists a function w d such that
u p l o. w xB t , z y B t , z F w d , ; t , z g 0, T = D 5.21 .  .  .  .  .d
 .and lim w d s 0. By Theorem 4.1, corresponding to any compact setd ª 0
w x w x m n  .0, T = D = P ; 0, T = R = R there exists a function w e such thatd
u p l o. u p l o.B t , z , y y B t , z F w e , .  .  .ed d d
w x; t , z , y g 0, T = D = P 5.22 .  .
 .and lim w e s 0.e ª 0 d
w x  .  .From Theorem 2.6.4 in 9 and 5.21 , 5.22 it follows that
Bu p t , z , y F Bu p t , z , y F B t , z q w e q w d , .  .  .  .  .e ed d
Bl o t , z , y G Blo t , z , y G B t , z y w e y w d , .  .  .  .  .e ed d
w x; t , z g 0, T = D. .
u p . l o .Since B t, z, y G B t, z, y , the former inequalities implye e
u p l o.B t , z , y y B t , z F w e q w d , .  .  .  .e d
w x; t , z g 0, T = D = P . 5.23 .  .
Given an arbitrary small number a , one can choose d in such a way that
 .  .  xw d F ar2 and then choose e ) 0 so that w e F ar2, for e g 0, e .a d a
 xHence, for e g 0, ea
u p l o. w xB t , z , y y B t , z F a , ; t , z , y g 0, T = D = P . .  .  .e
u p l o. .  .This proves the U-convergence of B t, z, y to B t, z .e
Proof of Lemma 5.1. First, similar to the classic Arzela Theorem, one
 . w x mcan establish on the basis of 5.3 that given a compact subset of 0, T = R
and a sequence e tending to zero, there exists a subsequence e such thati l
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 .  .the convergence 5.4 will be uniform with respect to t, z from this
w x msubset. Then, choosing a sequence of subsets 0, T = D , where D ; Rl l
is the closed ball centered at zero and having the radius l, l s 1, 2, . . . ,
and using a diagonalization procedure one can construct a subsequence
providing the required U-convergence.
6. ASYMPTOTICS OF THE AF GAME: VERIFICATION
 .OF ASSUMPTION B1
 . m nAssumption C1 . Corresponding to any compact set D = P ; R = R
 .there exists a function j t tending to zero as t tends to infinity such that
i  . i .for any z g D and any y g P, i s 1, 2, the solutions of 2.12 , y t ,Äz
i . ii s 1, 2, obtained with the initial values y 0 s y , i s 1, 2, and any pair ofÄz
  .  ..controls u t , ¨ t g U = V satisfy the inequalityÄ Ä
1 2y t y y t F j t , ;t ) 0. 6.1 .  .  .  .Ä Äz z
 .  .  .THEOREM 6.1. Assumptions A1 , A3 , and C1 imply Assumption
 .B1 .
The proof of the theorem is based on the following
LEMMA 6.1. Corresponding to any compact set D = L = P ; Rm = Rm
n  .= R there exists a constant L and a monotone function g S tending to zero1
 .as S tends to infinity such that for any z, l, y g D = L = P and any
y i g P, i s 1, 2
u p l o. 1 u p l o. 2R z , l, S, y y R z , l, S, y F g S , S ) 0, 0 - d F 1; . .  .d d 1
6.2 .
u p l o. u p l o.R z , l, lKd , y y R z , l, Kd , y F g Kd , .  .  .d d 1
;K s 1, 2, . . . , l s 1, 2, . . . , 0 - d F 1; 6.3 .
d S y S2 1u p l o. u p l o.R z , l, S , y y R z , l, S , y F L q , .  .d 1 d 2  /S S1 2
S G S G 2, 0 - d F 1. 6.4 .2 1
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Proof of Theorem 6.1. Show first that there exist the limits
defu p l o. u p l o.lim R z , l, Kd , y s R z , l . 6.5 .  .  .d d
Kª`
 .  .By 6.3 , 6.4 , for any integers K G K and K G K1 0 2 0
u p l o. u p l o.R z , l, K d , y y R z , l, K d , y .  .d 2 d 1
K2u p l o. u p l o.F R z , l, K d , y y R z , l, K d , y .d 2 d 0 /K0
K2u p l o. u p l o.q R z , l, K d , y y R z , l, K d , y .d 0 d 0 /K0
K1u p l o. u p l o.q R z , l, K d , y y R z , l, K d , y .d 0 d 0 /K0
K1u p l o. u p l o.q R z , l, K d , y y R z , l, K d , y .d 0 d 1 /K0
w xd K y K rK K d .2 2 0 0F L q /w xK rK K d K d2 0 0 2
w xd K y K rK K d .1 1 0 0q 2g K d q L q .1 0  /w xK rK K d K d1 0 0 1
2 L LK LK0 0F 2g K d q q q . .1 0 K K K0 1 2
w xHere and in what follows q stands for the entire part of the number q.
w xThat is, q is the maximal integer number which is less than or equal to q.
Choosing K G K 2, i s 1, 2, one obtainsi 0
4L
u p l o. u p l o.R z , l, K d , y y R z , l, K d , y F 2g K d q .  .  .d 2 d 1 1 0 K0
 .which implies the existence of the limits 6.5 . Passing to the limit as l
 .tends to infinity in 6.3 allows us to obtain then
u p l o. u p l o.R z , l y R z , l, Kd , y F g Kd . .  .  .d d 1
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 .This along with 6.4 leads to the inequalities
u p l o. u p l o.R z , l, S, y y R z , l .  .d d
S
u p l o. u p l o.F R z , l, S, y y R z , l, d , y .d d  /d
S
u p l o. u p l o.q R z , l, d , y y R z , l .d d /d
w xd S y Srd d S
F L q q g d1  / /w xSrd d S d
1 d 3L
F L q q g S y 1 F q g S y 1 , 6.6 .  .  .1 1 /Srd y 1 S S
where the last inequality is obtained under the assumption that S G 2,
 .  .0 - d F 1. From 6.2 it follows that the limits 6.5 will be the same for
 .  .  .  .any y g P. This and 6.6 establish 4.1 with g S s 3LrS q g S y 1 .1
 .  .Proof of Lemma 6.1. By Assumptions A3 , the trajectories of 2.12
which started at y g P do not leave a compact set P . By Assumption1
 .A1 , the functions F and f satisfy Lipschitz conditions in z and y on
D = P with some constant L . Hence, for any admissible pair of controls1 1
 .  .u t , ¨ tÄ Ä
1 2Q z , l, S, y , u , ¨ y Q z , l, S, y , u , ¨Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .d d
Sy1 1 25 5F L q l L S y t y y t dt .  . . Ä ÄH1 1 z z
0
defSy15 5F L 1 q max l S j t dt s g S . 6.7 .  .  .H /1 1 /lgL 0
 .Notice that from the fact that j t tends to zero as t tends to infinity
 .follows that g S tends to zero as S tends to infinity. Also without loss of1
 .  .generality g S can be taken to be a monotone function. Inequality 6.7
 .  .  .and representations 2.17 , 2.18 imply 6.2 .
 .Let us verify 6.3 . For l s 1 it is obvious. Let us use induction to show
 . u pthat 6.3 is true for R . Assume that for l s r G 1d
u p u pR z , l, rKd , y y R z , l, Kd , y F g S , 6.8 .  .  .  .d d 1
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 .with g S being a monotone function which tends to zero as S tends to1
 . iinfinity and which allows 6.2 with y g P , i s 1, 2, where P is a1 1
 .compact set containing all the trajectories of 2.12 started in P. Using
 .2.17 one can write
Ru p z , l, r q 1 Kd , y . .d
1 rKd
s inf sup ??? inf sup q z , y t , u t , ¨ t dt .  .  . .Ä Ä ÄH z r q 1 Kd¨ ¨  .Ä Ä 01 rKu uÄ Ä1 rK
1
u pq R z , l, Kd , y rKd , 6.9 .  . .Äd z 5r q 1
def T .  .  .  .where q z, y, u, ¨ s F z, y, u, ¨ y l f z, y, u, ¨ and y t is the solutionÄz
 .   .  ..of 2.12 obtained with a controls pair u t , ¨ t and with the initialÄ Ä
 .  .conditions y 0 s y. By 6.2 ,Äz
1 1 g S .1u p u pR z , l, Kd , y rKd y R z , l, Kd , y F . .  . .Äd z dr q 1 r q 1 r q 1
Hence,
Ru p z , l, r q 1 Kd , y . .d
r 1 rKd
F inf sup ??? inf sup ? q z , y t , u t , ¨ t dt .  .  . .Ä Ä ÄH z 5r q 1 rKd¨ ¨  .Ä Ä 01 rKu uÄ Ä1 rK
1 g S .1u pq R z , l, Kd , y q .dr q 1 r q 1
r 1 g S .1u p u ps R z , l, rKd , y q R z , l, Kd , y q .  .d dr q 1 r q 1 r q 1
6.10 .
and, similarly,
Ru p z , l, r q 1 Kd , y . .d
r 1 g S .1u p u pG R z , l, rKd , y q R z , l, Kd , y y . .  .d dr q 1 r q 1 r q 1
6.11 .
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 .  .From 6.10 and 6.8 it follows that
Ru p z , l, r q 1 Kd , y . .d
r
u pF R z , l, Kd , y q g S .  . .d 1r q 1
1 g S .1u pq R z , l, Kd , y q .dr q 1 r q 1
s Ru p z , l, Kd , y q g S . .  .d 1
 .  .In the same way from 6.11 and 6.8 it follows that
Ru p z , l, r q 1 Kd , y G Ru p z , l, Kd , y y g S . .  .  . .d d 1
 . u p l oThis completes the proof of 6.3 for R . The proof for R is similar.d d
 .   .  ..To prove 6.4 let us notice that for any controls pair u t , ¨ t definedÄ Ä
w x  .on 0, S S G S G d ) 02 2 1
S Si i
S Q z , l, S , y , u , ¨ y d Q z , l, d , y , u , ¨ F Md ,Ä Ä Ä Ä .i d i d  /d d
i s 1, 2, 6.12 .
S S S S2 2 1 1
d Q z , l, d , u , ¨ y d Q z , l, d , u , ¨Ä Ä Ä Äd d /  /d d d d
S S2 1F Md y , 6.13 . /d d
where
5 5M s max F z , y , u , ¨ q l  .
f z , y , u , ¨ z , l, y , u , ¨ g D = L = P = U = V , 6.144 .  .  .1
n  .P is compact subset of R containing all the trajectories of 2.12 which1
 .  .  .  .start in P. On the basis of 6.12 , 6.13 and 2.17 , 2.18 it can be easily
verified that
S Si iu p l o. u p l o.S R z , l, S , y y d R z , l, d , y F Md , .i d i d  /d d
i s 1, 2; 6.15 .
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S S S S2 2 1 1u p l o. u p l o.d R z , l, d , y y d R z , l, d , yd d /  /d d d d
S S2 1F Md y . 6.16 . /d d
 . < u p l o. . <  .  .By 6.14 , R z, l, S, y F M, ;S ) 0, which along with 6.15 , 6.16d
allows us to establish the inequalities
Siu p l o. u p l o.R z , l, S , y y R z , l, d , y .d i d  /d
S Si iu p l o. y1 u p l o.F R z , l, S , y y S d R z , l, d , y .d i i d  /d d
S Si iy1 u p l o. y1q S d y 1 R z , l, d , y F2 MdS ,i d i /d d
S S2 1u p l o. u p l o.R z , l, d , y y R z , l, d , yd d /  /d d
y1S S S S2 1 2 1u p l o. u p l o.F R z , l, d , y y R z , l, d , yd d /  /d d d d
y1S S S1 2 1u p l o.q y 1 R z , l, d , yd  /d d d
y1S S S S y S q d2 1 2 2 1F 2 M y F 2 M /d d d S y d2
S y S 12 1F 4M q , /S S2 2
where the last inequality is true for S G 2 and 0 - d F 1. Using now the2
 .triangle inequality one can obtain 6.4 .
 .  .7. VERIFICATION OF ASSUMPTIONS B2 AND B3
 . mAssumption C2 . Corresponding to any compact set D ; R there
 .exists a function j t tending to zero as t tends to infinity such that for1
 . i .any z g D the solutions of 2.12 , y t , i s 1, 2, obtained with arbitraryÄz
i . i   .  ..initial conditions y 0 s y , i s 1, 2, and any controls pair u t , ¨ t gÄ Ä Äz
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U = V satisfy the inequality
1 2 1 25 5y t y y t F j t y y y . 7.1 .  .  .  .Ä Äz z 1
 .  .Remark 7.1. Both Assumptions C1 and C2 are of stability type. The
 .difference between the solutions of 2.12 induced by a difference in the
initial values is decreasing to zero as time tends to infinity. Assumption
 .  .  .  .  .C2 is more strong that C1 , since 6.1 is implied by 7.1 with j t s
 . 5 1 2 5  .  .ij t max y y y . An assumption similar to C2 , with j t1 y g P , is1, 2 1
w . w xbeing an integrable function on 0, ` was used in 12 . This latter assump-
tion is satisfied, for example, if the function y defining the right-hand side
 .in 2.2 is linear in y, u, and ¨ ,
g z , y , u , ¨ s A z y q I z u q J z ¨ , .  .  .  .
 .  .  .where A z , I z , J z are matrices of the corresponding dimensions and
 . mthe eigenvalues of A z have negative real parts for all z g R . It is
 . ya tobvious that in this case the function j t can be chosen to be Ce ,1
where C and a are positive constants. As was noticed by Z. Artstein,
 .  .Assumption C2 implies that the function j t can be majorized by an1
exponent Ceya t , C ) 0, a ) 0 also in the general case.
LEMMA 7.1. Corresponding to any compact set D = P ; Rm = Rn there
exists a constant C such that if
v  .  .z t is an arbitrary continuous function satisfying the inclusion z t gÄ Ä
w xD, ;t g 0, S ;
v  .y t is the solution of the systemÄ
Çy t s g z t , y t , u t , ¨ t , y 0 s y g P , 7.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
  .  ..where u t , ¨ t g U = V;Ä Ä
v  .  .  .y t is the solution of 2.12 obtained with the same as in 7.2 initialÄz
 .   .  ..conditions y 0 s y and the same controls pair u t , ¨ t .Ä Ä Äz
Then
max y t y y t F C max z t y z , ;z g D. 7.3 .  .  .  .Ä Ä Äz
w x w xtg 0, S tg 0, S
w xProof. This is the same as the proof of Lemma 4.1 in 12 .
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 .  .  .  .THEOREM 7.1. Assumptions A1 , A3 , C2 imply Assumption B2 .
 .  .  .Proof. Let z t , y t , y t be as in Lemma 7.1. ThenÄ Ä Äz
Sy1Q z , l, S, y , u , ¨ y S F z t , y t , u t , ¨ t .  .  .  . . .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄHd
0
Tql f z t , y t , u t , ¨ t dt .  .  .  . . .Ä Ä Ä Ä
5 5F L max z t y z q y t y y t 1 q l .  .  .  .Ä Ä .z
w xtg 0, S
5 5F L 1 q C max 1 q l max z t y z , 7.4 .  .  .  .Ä
lgL w xtg 0, S
 .where L is a Lipschitz constant and C is the constant used in 7.3 . From
 .  .  .  .  .  .  7.4 , 2.17 , and 2.18 it follows that 4.2 , 4.3 are true with n a s L 1
.  5 5..q C max 1 q l a .lg L
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 7.2. Assumptions A1 ] A3 , C2 imply Assumption B3 .
 .Proof. To verify Assumption B3 it is enough to show that there exist
 .  .monotone, continuous functions v a , m a , i s 1, 2, tending to zero asi i
a tends to zero such that
u p l o. 1 1 u p l o. 2 2 1 2< <B t , z , y y B t , z , y F v z y z q m e , . . .  .ed 1 1
w x; t g 0, T , 7.5 .
u p l o. 1 u p l o. 2 1 2< <B t , z , y y B t , z , y F v t y t q m e , . . .  .ed 2 2
; z , y g D = P . 7.6 .  .1
 .  .  .  .If 7.5 , 7.6 are established, then Assumption B3 is true with v a s
 .  .  .  .  .  .v a q v a , m e s m e q m e . Let us show that 7.5 is satisfied.1 2 1 2
 .  .  .By 2.8 , 2.9 , estimate 7.5 will be proved if one establishes that for any
 .  .pair of controls u u , ¨ u
1 1 2 2 1 25 5P t , z , y , u , ¨ y P t , z , y , u , ¨ F v z y z q m e . . . .  .ed ed 1 1
7.7 .
i . i .  .  .Let z u , y u be the solution of 2.1 , 2.2 obtained with the initial
 i . i ..  i i.values z t , y t s z , y and with an admissible controls pair
i i Ã Ã .  .  .   .  ..u u , ¨ u . Notice that, by Assumption A2 , z u , y u g D = P ,1 1
Ã Ã m nw x;u g t, T where D = P is a compact subset of R = R . Let t s t q1 1 l
def1r2 1r2w . xle , l s 0, 1, . . . T y t re s K , t s T. Thene K q1e
i i 1r2max z u y z t F Me , 7.8 .  .  .l
w xug t , tl lq1
Ã ÃM s max f z , y , u , ¨ z , y , u , ¨ g D = P = U = V , .  . 51 1
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 .for l s 0, 1, . . . , K e , and
tlq1i i i iz t s z t q f z u , y u , u u , ¨ u du . 7.9 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .Hlq1 l
tl
 i 4Let us define two sequences of vectors z , l s 0, 1, . . . , K q 1 , i s 1, 2,l e
as the solutions of the difference equations
t lq1i i i i
iz s z q e f z , y t , u t , ¨ t dt , l s 0, 1, . . . , K , .  .  .Ä Ä ÄH  /lq1 l l z el
t l
7.10 .
i i y1   .  ..   .  .. i  .iwhere i s 1, 2, z s z , t s t e , u t , ¨ t s u et , ¨ et , y t isÄ Ä Ä0 l l z l
 . w xthe solution of 2.12 considered on the interval t , t with the initiall lq1
i  . i . i   .  ..ivalues y t s y t , z s z and with the controls pair u t , ¨ t . TakingÄ Ä Äz l l ll
 .  .into account 7.8 , replacing the integration variable u by te in 7.9 , and
 .subtracting it from 7.10 , one obtains
i iz t y z .lq1 lq1
t lq1i i i i i i
iF z t y z q eL z t y z q y t y y t dt .  .  .  .Ä ÄH  /l l l l z l
t l
q eLM , 7.11 .
defi i i .  .  .where L is a Lipschitz constant and y t s y et . Since y t is theÄ Ä
 .  . i .solution of system 7.2 with z t s z et , from Lemma 7.1 it followsÄ
i i i i
imax y t y y t F C max z et y z .  .  .Ä Äz llw x w xtg t , t tg t , tl lq1 l lq1
i i 1r2F C z t y z q CMe . .l l
 .This and 7.11 allow us to write
i i i i 1r2 i iz t y z F z t y z q e L 1 q C z t y z .  .  .  .lq1 lq1 l l l l
q eLM 1 q C . .
w xApplying now Proposition 5.1 from 12 , one obtains
i i 1r2Äz t y z F Ce , l s 0, 1, . . . , K e , i s 1, 2, 7.12 .  .  .l l
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Äwhere C is a constant defined by L, C, and M. Let us find an estimate of
5 1 2 5  .z y z . From 7.10 it followsl l
t lq11 2 1 2 1 2 1 25 5 5 5 5 5 1 2z y z F z y z q eL z y z q y t y y t dt .  .Ä ÄHlq1 lq1 l l l l z zl l
t l
5 1 2 5 1r2F z y z 1 q e L .l l
t lq1 1
1 1 1 2q eL y t y y t q y t y y t .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä ÄH z z z zl l l l
t l
2
2 2q y t y y t dt , 7.13 .  .  .Ä Äz zl l
 .  . w xiwhere y t is the solution of 2.12 considered on the interval t , tÄz l lq1l
 .iwith the initial values y t s y g P . Since, as was noticed above, As-Äz l 1l
 .  .  .sumption C2 implies Assumption C1 , there exists a function j t
tending to zero as t tends to infinity such that
i w xi iy t y y t F j t y t , for t g t , t . .  .  .Ä Äz z l l lq1l l
5  .  .5 5 1 2 51 2By Lemma 7.1, on the other hand, y t y y t F C z y z . TheseÄ Äz z l ll l
 .and 7.13 allow us to obtain
5 1 2 5 5 1 2 5 1r2 1r2 1r2z y z F z y z 1 q e L q e LC q e k e , .  .lq1 lq1 l l
l s 0, 1, . . . , K , 7.14 .e
where
ey1r21r2k e s 2 Le j t . .  .H
0
w xSlightly generalizing Proposition 5.1 in 12 , one can conclude that from
Ä Ä .7.14 it follows that there exist constants L and C such that1 1
1 2 Ä 1 2 Ä5 5 5 5z y z F L z y z q C k e , l s 0, 1, . . . , K . 7.15 .  .l l 1 1 e
 .  .Notice that k e tends to zero as e tends to zero since j t tends to
  .  .zero as t tends to infinity without loss of generality k e in 7.15 can be
taken to be a monotone function since if originally it is not, one can
 ..replace it by sup k a .0 - a F e
 .  .  .From 7.8 , 7.12 , and 7.15 it follows that
1 2z u y z u .  .
Ä 1r2 Ä 1 2 Ä5 5F 2 M q C e q L z y z q C k e . . 1 1
1 2« G z u y G z u .  . .  .
Ä 1r2 Ä 1 2 Ä5 5F L 2 M q C e q L z y z q C k e . 7.16 .  . . /1 1
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 .  . Assume for simplicity that F z, y, u in 2.5 is identically zero a
general case can be considered via a standard reduction of the payoff
.  .  .functional to the terminal form . Then 7.16 is equivalent to 7.7 with an
 .obvious definition of v and m . The latter, in turn, implies 7.5 .1 1
defi i i i i i . w . xLet us now verify 7.6 . Let t s t q j , j s T y t y ed T y t red .
  .  ..Let u u , ¨ u g U = V be an arbitrary pair of controls defined on
defi i i i iw x   .  ..   .  ..t , T and let u u , ¨ u s u u y t q t , ¨ u y t q t . Using As-
 .  .sumptions A1 and A2 one can easily verify that there exists a constant
ÄM such that
i i Ä ÄP t , z , y , u , ¨ y P t , z , y , u , ¨ F Mj F eMd , i s 1, 2. .  .ed ed
7.17 .
i  .  .. w x   .  ..Since the values of u u , ¨ u on T y j , T do not influence u u , ¨ u
iw .  .on t , T , from 7.17 it follows that
i i Äinf sup P t , z , y , u , ¨ y P t , z , y , u , ¨ F eMd , .  .ed ed
i¨ N q1 iue N q1e
i w i. xwhere N s T y t red , i s 1, 2. This impliese
i i Äsup inf sup P t , z , y , u , ¨ y sup P t , z , y , u , ¨ F eMd .  .ed ed
i¨ N q1i i iu u ueN N q1 Ne e e
iinf sup inf sup P t , z , y , u , ¨ .ed
i i¨ ¨N N q1i iu ue eN N q1e e« F eMd .
iy inf sup P t , z , y , u , ¨ .ed
i¨ N iue Ne
 .Continuing this process and using 2.8 one obtains
u p i u p i ÄB t , z , y y B t , z , y F eMd . 7.18 . .  .ed ed
Similarly,
l o i l o i ÄB t , z , y y B t , z , y F eMd . 7.19 . .  .ed ed
2 1 2 1 .   .  ..Let t G t t ) t and u u , ¨ u g U = V be a pair of controls de-
1w x   .  ..   .  ..fined on t , T . Let u u , ¨ u s u u y t q t , ¨ u y t q t . Simi-2 1 2 1
 .larly to 7.17 ,
1 2 1 2Ä < <P t , z , y , u , ¨ y P t , z , y , u , ¨ F M t y t . .  .ed ed
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  .  .. w x   .  ..The values of u u , ¨ u on T y t q t , T do not influence u u , ¨ u2 1
i i y1w .  . .on t , T . Since N s T y t ed , i s 1, 2, then T y t q t s t q2 e 2 1 1
2 1edN and T s t q edN . Hence,e 1 e
1 2 1 2Ä < <inf sup ??? inf sup P t , z , y , u , ¨ y P t , z , y , u , ¨ F M t y t . .  .ed ed
2 1¨ ¨N q1 N2 1u ue eN q1 Ne e
This implies
1 2sup inf sup ??? inf sup P t , z , y , u , ¨ y sup P t , z , y , u , ¨ .  .ed ed
2 1¨ ¨N q1 N2 2 1 2u u u ue eNe N q1 N Ne e e
1 2Ä < <F M t y t
1« inf sup inf ??? inf sup P t , z , y , u , ¨ .ed
2 1 1¨ ¨ ¨N N q1 N2 1u ue e eN Ne e
2 1 2Ä < <y inf sup P t , z , y , u , ¨ F M t y t . .ed
2¨ N 2ue Ne
 .Continuing this process and using 2.8 one can obtain
u p 1 u p 2 1 2Ä < <B t , z , y y B t , z , y F M t y t 7.20 . .  .ed ed
and, similarly,
l o 1 l o 2 1 2Ä < <B t , z , y y B t , z , y F M t y t . 7.21 . .  .ed ed
 .  .From 7.18 ] 7.21 it follows
u p 1 u p 2B t , z , y y B t , z , y .  .ed ed
1 2 1 2Ä Ä Ä Ä< < < <F 2eMd q M t y t F 4eMd q M t y t
Ä Ä 1 2< <F 4eM q M t y t , 7.22 .
 .where in the last inequality it is assumed that d F 1. Inequality 7.22
i .proves 7.6 . In the course of the proof we implicitly assumed that t - T ,
ii s 1, 2. The proof is easily extended to the case when one of t , i s 1, 2
coincides with T. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.2.
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